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Abstract: Customers wearing shirts understand, that the Íee|ing of comfort when wearing shirts
in hot days shou|d depend on their Vater Vapour permeabi|iý and their moisture sorption capacity'but
both these parameters do not characterise the therma| contact comfort Íee|ing of shirt Íabrics in
wet state.

ln order to explain the thermal contact comfort of superficially wetted shirts, a new parameter
called moisture absorptivity was introduced and a simple equation of the moisture transfer be-
tween the fabric and skin was derived in the paper. Since the direct measurement of the moisture
absorptivity is complicated, an indirect method for its experimental determination was described
and used íor the eva|uation of therma| comfort of fabrics contacting wet human skin.

1. INTRODUCTION

Men generally prefer to wear 100% cotton shirts,
because they consider their thermal and sensorial
comÍort better, especial|y in hot days, in spite of the
common experience, that shirts containing even
sma|| portion of PES Íibres exhibit |ess wrink|es, show
smooth surÍace and can be easily ironed. Wearer
genera||y be|ieve, that higher therma| comÍort of pure
cotton shirts is due their higher water vapour per-
meability and sorption capacity compared with shirts
made of PES/cotton blends.

|n order to exp|ain the eÍfect of this Íirst param-
eter, water-vapour permeability of both kinds of shirts
was measured in this study. From the measurements
made on,the Permetest (Sensora) instrument re-
sulted, that water-vapour permeability oÍ the meas-
ured shirts depends more on their mass per area
then on their composition, and that in all cases the
relative vapour permeability was very good, exceed-
ing 15 %.

The next parameter in question is the moisture sorp-
tion capacity (absorbency) of shirt fabrics. There are
p|ený of method to measure this parameter [1]. Nev-
ertheless, the moisture absorbency characterises just

the specific moisture retention corresponding to the
state of Íu|| saturation of the Íabric vo|ume by Water
or sweat, and is direct|y proportiona| to the Íabric mass.
No transient aspects are considered here, and no dif
ferent boundary conditions of moisture transmission
between the skin and a Íabric are respected'

ThereÍore, Scheure|| and a|. [2] reminded the im-
portance of studying the dynamic surface wetness
of fabrics, and developed a new method of their de-
termination, which is based on humidity dependent
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co|our changes oÍ a special chemica| agent depos-
ited on the fabric surface. ln their study, a cotton
fabric freely exposed to saturate water-vapour in-

creased its surface humidity 2-3 times faster then a
PES fabric of similar parameters. The authors con-
cluded, that the dynamic surface wetness is a very
important factor influencing the c|othing comfort oÍ

garments. A survey of other techniques to measure
transplanar liquid transport into fabrics published
Kissa [3].

Nevertheless, all the found measuring method are
not suitable for simp|e standard measurements oÍ

transient fabric wetting, due to quite complicate
preparation of the measurements, poor dynamic
properties of some methods or due to inexact results
evaluation in some cases. Moreover, the reduced
comfort caused by wearing the PES/cotton shirts in

hot day is felt mainly in the moment, when the sud-
denly wetted fabric touches the skin. Consequently,
the |ocal coo|Íee|ing occurs, which is considered as
unpleasant. Within the contact time, heat is trans-
ferred by conduction through a thin intermediate
layer, created by wet outstanding fibres. Thus, the
boundary condition approximates to the heat trans-
Íer of .lst order, which shou|d be respected within a
measuring method in question.

Therefore, the first objective of the research work
was to develop a method of an indirect experimen-
tal determination of the so called surface moisture
absorptivity B [4], whose higher level apparently in-
creases the contact comÍort of wet fabrics and on
the contrary. A new measuring method described in

the paper is easy and reproducible, and reflects the
real moisture and heat transfer conditions between
the fabric and the skin.
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2. THEORETICAL PART

2.1. |ntroduction oÍ moisture absorptivity

The amount oÍ |iquid inside any porous structure
or texti|e Íabric can be expressed in terms of the
fabric free vo|ume saturation s [1]. Thus, Íor s = 0
the fabric is dry, and for s = 1 al| the pores are Íul|

oÍ a |iquid.
ln this case, the saturation propagation within a

fabric, either a|ong its surÍace, but a|so perpendicu-
larly to its surface, can be characterised by the clas-
sica| partial differential equation oÍ diÍÍusion proc-

esses:

(Ós/aŤ)=A(azs/ax2) (1)

where A [m2/secl is so cal|ed moisture diÍfusivity.
This parameter is for texti|e Íabrics sometimes mois-
ture dependent due to swe|ling. The so|ution oÍ equa-
tion oÍ this kind for A = const is genera|ly known. |f

we consider just short time moisture conduction, then
we can convert a textile fabric to a semiinfinite body,
where the 1st order boundary condition is applied'
In this case, the moisture saturation propagation in

the x direction is given by the equation

s = erfc (xl2A1l2Í1l1 e)
The experimenta| determination oÍ the moisture

diffusivity from the moisture propagation along the

measured Íabric is possible. Unfortunate|y, the mois.
ture diffusivity in this Íorm does not characterise the
vo|umetric capacity V oÍ the Íabric expressed in this
case in m./m's to conduct the moisture (sweat) Írom

the contacted skin away towards a fabric interior. To
cope with this task, a Darcy |aw modified Íor the

saturation gradient should be introduced as Ío||ows:

V = - \"(ós/óx)

where X" [m2/s] is the volumetric moisture flow con-
ductiviý, which is proportiona|to the Íabric permeabil.

ity. ln the next step, we should remind, that in the Íirst

Fick's diffusion law, which is used to express the mass
f|ow in the Íorm forma||y identical with Eq. (3), the same
difÍusion coefficient D occurs, as in the second Fick's
|aw Íor transient mass transfer by diffusion. By simp|i.

Íying the problem so|ved to a simp|e diffusion, we can
express the moisture flow conductivity in Eq. (3) X" by
means of the moisture diffusivity A.

From applying this relation in equation (2) follows:

y = 4u2(Aslrlt2rttzy

The Íirst term in this equation fu||y characterises
the fabric ability to absorb the moisture Írom any
moist surÍace which contacts the Íabric. Then this
so called moisture absorptivity B [m351/21 is defined
by the next relation:

As shown in [3], many researchers have already
measured the time-dependent |ongitudina| wicking oÍ

fabrics. From these results, the moisture diffusivity
A cou|d be determined and its square root used Íor
the calculation of the spontaneous moisture uptake
according to Eq. 4. Some research work in this Íie|d

is going on at the MINHO University [4]. Neverthe-
less, this approach may produce inaccurate results,
since longitudinal wicking rates not always correlate
with the corresponding transplanar ones, due to the
complexity of the wicking processes, which besides
the diÍÍusion processes inc|ude capilIary penetration

of moisture inside fabrics, and also moisture absorp-
tion of the on the Íibre surÍace.

Therefore, the goa| oÍ this paper is to deve|op a
technique, which would determine not the moisture
absorptivity itselÍ, but its rea| impact on the comÍort
properties of a surface wetted Íabric. To achieve this,
an indirect way was chosen, as explained in the next
chapter.

2.2. lndirect method of the moisture
absorPtivity measurement

The suggested method is based on the objective
evaluation of warm-cool feeling perceived by a
wearer of a cloth, which suddenly comes into con-
tact with a wetted skin. ln this moment, the cotton
Íabric absorbs the liquid sweat rapidly, and con.
ducts it away Írom the tabric surface towards to
the Íabric inerroir. Due to high adhesion Íorces,
the sweat keeps accumulated in the Íabric c|ose
the p|aces where the sweat Was generated. |Í the
amount oÍ sweat is not too high, within a short time
the moisture concentration c|ose to the Íabric con-
tact surÍace reduces, and the Wearer Íeels the pleas-
ant contact of near|y dry Íabric.

The other mechanism oÍ achieving the p|easant dry
Íee|ing oÍ underwear and shirts is based on the use
of PES microÍibres, which, due to higher surÍace,
absorb in some extend the humidity also, but the
Iiquid sweat is rapidly distributed by capillary
Íorces in |arger area surrounding the perspiration
zone, thus reducing the average re|ative humidity oÍ

fabric under the limit, which would result in unpleas-
ant wet Íee|ing. Unfortunate|y, this mechanism re.
quires a|so some additiona| dymamic contact Íorces
typica| Íor sport activities.

In the case of blended fabrics containing too
much poorly absorbing PES Íibres of common
section and fineness, the sweat keeps adhered
on the skin, and provokes an unpleasant cool feel-
ing due to sweat evaPoration.

The suggested method is based on the objective
eva|uation oÍ coo|fee|ing efÍect within an experimen-
tal procedure which simulates the real fabric wear-
ing conditions described above' BeÍore the method

(3)

(4)
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is explained, the instruments Íor the objective Warm-
coo| Íee|ing determination are described'

2.2.1. lnstruments for the evaIuation oÍ therma|
contact Íeeling oÍ texti|e Íabrics

Warm-coo|fee|ing means the Íee|ing which we get
when the human skin touches shortlyiany object, in
our case textile fabric, leather or any polymer used
in c|othing, furniture or carpets. |t was Íound, that
this parameter characterises with good perÍection the
transient therma|Íee|ing which we get in the moment,
when we put on the undergarment, shirts, gloves or
other textile products, especially these in wet state.
Since this Íee|ing strong|y affects the choice of peo-
ple when buying the clothes or garments, the objec-
tive assessment oÍ this Íee|ing became very impor-
tant in the last decade.

The first instrument, which was able to evaluate
the warm-coolÍee|ing oÍ Íabrics objective|y, was de.
veloped by YONEDA and KAWABATA in 1983 [1].
They have introduced also the maximum level of the
contact heat flow q,"* [W/m2K] as a measure of this
transient thermal characteristics, and KAWABATA
has pub|ished the Íirst objective|y determined va|ues
describing the thermal.contact properties oÍ texti|e
fabrics. The instrument, called THERMO-LABO, was
commercialised and became used in laboratories.

Some years later (in 1986 - see in l2l), an other
instrument Íor the objective eva|uation of warm-coo|
fee|ing of fabrics, but of difÍerent concept, Was com-
pleted at the Technical University in Liberec (in
Czech Republic). This computer controlled instru-
ment called ALAMBETA works in the semi-automatic
regime, calculates all the statistic parameters of the
measurement and exhibits the instrument auto_
diagnostics, which checks the measurement precí-
sion and avoids any faulty instrument operation. The
whole measurement procedure, including the meas_
urement oÍ therma| conductivity }', therma| resistance
R, gn'"*, sample thickness and the results evaluation,
lasts less than 3-5 min. As the objective measure
of warm-cool feeling of fabrics, so called thermal
absorptivity b [Wsu2/m2K1 was introduced [3].

This parameter (formerly used in the civil engineer-
ing and health protection sciences) was derived simi-
larly as the moisture absorptivity above mentioned.
Provided that the time r of thermal contact between
human skin and a Íabric is short, textile fabric was
again idea|ised to a semiinfinite body of Íinite ther-
mal capacity pc [J/m3] and initia| támperature t..
Transient temperature fíe|d between human skin and
a fabric is then given by the following partial differ-
ential equation

(at/ar) = a@\lax1 (6)

and can be used for the calculation of the initial level
oÍ heat Í|ow q passing between the skin (character-
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ised by a constant temperature t1) and texti|e Íabric
according to the next equation, whose derivation for
the boundary condition oÍ 1st order is similar to deri-
vation oÍ the Eq' (a):

Qoyn = b(t1 - t2)lftrr)1t2 (T)

Thus derived thermal absorptivity b lwsi/21m2K1 is
given by the Íollowing re|ation:

b = (\ps)1r2 (B)

As it can be see, the |eve| oÍ thermal absorptivity
depends neither on the temperature gradient be_
tween the fabric and skin, nor on the measurement
time. This value just depends on the contact pres_
sure, which also correspond to the real situation. The
pressure is adjustable.

The simplified scheme of the instrument is shown
on Fig' 1. The principle oÍ this instrument protected
by severa| patents depends in the app|ication oÍ a
direct ultra thin heat flow sensor 4, which is attached
to a metal block 2 with constant temperature which
difÍers from the samp|e temperature. When the meas-
urement starts, the measuring head 1 containing the
mentioned heat Í|ow sensor drops down and touches
the planar measured sample 5, which is located on
the instrument base 6 under the measuring head.
In this moment, the sufface temperature of the sam_
ple suddenly changes (i. e. the boundary condition
of Íirst order is worked out), and the instrument com-
puter registers the heat Í|ow course. Simu|taneous|y,
a photoe|ectric sensor measures the samp|e thicŘ.
ness.

All the data are then processed in the computer ac_
cording to an original programme, which involves the
mathematical model characterising the transient tem_
perature field in thin slab subjected to different bound_
ary conditions [5]. To simu|ate better the rea| conditíons
oÍ warm-coo|Íee|ing eva|uation, the instrument meas-
uring head is heated to 32.C (see the heater 3 and the
thermometer B), which correspond to the average hu-
man skin temperature, while the fabric is kept at the
room temperature 22 'C. Similady, the time constant of
the heat flow sensor, which measures directly the heat

T
'W

,.ó

fi

Fig. í Measuring system oÍ the ALAMBETA instrument'
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flow between the automatically moved measuring head
and the fabrics, exhibit practicallythe same value (0,07

sec), as the human skin. Thus, the Íu|| signa| response
is achieved within 0,2 sec' The va|idiý oÍ therma| ab-
sorptivity as a new parameter expressing the warm-cool
feeling of fabrics was confirmed by several tests where
the results of subjective feeling of nearly 100 persons
Were compared with the va|ues of therma| absorptiviý
found by means of the ALAMBETA instrument. During
this experiment, the subjective and objective levels of

warm-coo| feeling oÍ nine woven samp|es of similar
structure (plain weave), thickness (from 0,22 to 0,33
mm) and weight per area (ranging Írom 0,120 to 0,165
kg/m'), but made oÍ nine diÍferent fibres and po|ymers'
were determined.

The results were treated statistically and evaluated
by means oÍ the Spearman's Rank Correlation Co.
efficient. lt was found, that the |eve| of this coefÍicient
exceeded 0,9, when comparing the subjective warm-
coo| (short-time) Íee|ings and the values of therma|
absorptivity and q,n"* determined by means of the
ALAMBETA instrument, whereas the subjective Íee|-

ings for longer time, correlated to the thermal resistance
va|ues, exhibited |ower |eve|s of thic coefÍicient, see in

t51.
During the research projects conducted at the Tech-

nical University Liberec the thermal-insulation and ther-

mal-contact properties of all common textile product

were experimenta||y investigated. |t was Íound, that the
practica| va|ues of thermal absorptivity oÍ dry fabrics
range from 20 to 300, where the lowest (warmest) val-
ues exhibit special nonwoven interlinings made from
PES microÍibers - see the next table' The higher is this
value, the cooler feeling represents. For wet textile fab-
rics the level of b could increase even more than twice.

As results from the tab|e, the therma| - contact Íee|-

ing of the tested fabrics is strongly aÍfected by their

Tab. 1

structure and composition. lt was Íound - see in [7], that,

as expected, the Íibres and fiber polymers exhibiting
higher equiIibrium humidiý, provide a|so coo|er fee|ing.
Therefore, the warmest feelings can be achieved at
fabrics made from PVC, PP, PAN, whereas viscose,
f|ax, cotton and PAD 6 or 66 Íibers show the coolest
fee|ing. Which Íee|ing is better, depends on customer:
for hot summeÍ garments coo|er (cotton) feeling is de-
manded, whereas in the north of Europe warmer cloth-
ing, based on the PES/woo| yarns, is preÍerred.

An important aspect of the "warm-cool" feeling evalu-
ation is the change of this feeling when the textile prod-

uct gets wet. Because the time of the warm-cool feel-

ing evaluation of samples in the ALAMBETA instrument

is very short, less than 3 minutes, the evaluation of

humid samples is reliable (the sample does not turn dry
during the measurement). Because the thermal conduc-
tivity and thermal capacity of water is much higher than
these of the fibre polymer and the air entrapped in the
texti|e structure, the ..wařm-cool'' fee|ing of garments
moistened by sweat can exceed '1000. The resulting
thermal contact discomfort is generally known'

Since the thermal absorptivity is mainly the superfi-
cia| property, its |eve| can be changed by any superÍi-
cial or Íinishing treatment, |ike raising, brushing coat-
ing, as it was proved in papers [6,7]. Also the spinning
techno|ogy affects the warm-cool feeling oÍ knits - see
in [8], where the ring-spun yarns provide warmer feel-
ing than oE yarns. By means oÍ the new measuring
technique, some finishing processes can be controlled
and optimized.

2.2.2. Methodology of the indirect measurement of
the moisture absorptivity of fabrics

The intention of this research was to characterise the
contact comÍort felt by a Wearer of a shirt during a hot

day, a special very thin interface fabric was prepared,

ALAMBETA
A

EÍect of fabric structure, composition and treatment on the |eve| of therma| absoptivity b

[Ws1/2/m2Kl, head pressure 200 kPa

zMO
30-50
40-90
70-120

1 00-1 50
1 30-1 80
1 50-200
1 80-250
250-350
300-400
330-500
45M50
600-750

> 750
1 600

microfibre or fine fibre nonwoven insulation webs

low density ralsed PES knits, needled and thermally bonded PES light webs

light knits fÍom synthetic fibres (PAN) or textured fi|aments, light synthetic raised carpets

light or rib cotton BS knits, raised light wool or wool/PES fabrics, brushes microfibre weaves

|ight cotton or Vs knits, rib cotton woven Íabrics

light finished cotton knits, raised light wool woven fabrics

plain wool or PES/wool fabrics with rough surface

permanent press treated cottonfy's fabrics with rough surface, dense microfibre knits

dry cotton shirt fabrics with resin treatment, heavy smooth wool woven Íabrics

dry VS or Lyocell or silk woven fabrics, smooth dry heavy cotton weaves (denims) non' treated

c|ose to skin surÍace of humid cotton/PP or cotton/spec. PES knits (0,5 ml of Water app|ied)

heavy cotton Weaves (denims) or knits Írom special PES Fibres (cooLMAX) in Wet state

rib knits from cotton or PES/cotton or knits from microfibres, iÍ superficial|y wetted

other woven and knitted Íabrics in Wet state

[;

liquid water (evaporation effect not considered)
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which should simulate the effect of a sudden sweat dis_
charge on the skin. lt was found, that this sweat simu_
lator should be as thin as possible, in order not to influ_
ence (in drystate) thetherma|capaciýof the measured
fabric, but this interface fabric should- absorb a certain
amount of liquid injected in the centre of this interface
fabric and mainly- it should distribute the liquid fast and
uniformly within a circle of approx. 50 mm diameter (in
orderto coverthe area21x25 mm of the heatÍ|uX sen-
sors). After some tria|s, a thin (0,1 mm) nonwoven Íab.
ric containing PP on one side and viscose Íibres on the
other side was Íound to fu|fi| a|l demands. |n order to
reduce the amount of liquid, the interface Íabric was
uniformly perforated.
At the beginning of the measurement, the

AláMBETA instrument is switched on and the meas-
ured shirt was placed on the measuring base of the
instrument. Then, the vo|ume of O,2 m| óf water (con-
taining detergent) was injected on the centre of the
interface fabric surface, covered by the viscose fi-
bres. Within one minute, the liquid distributed uni_
Íorm|y within a circ|e of 45-50 mm, and stopped'
When this occurred, this interface fabric was turned
by the viscose side down and inserted into the space
between the measured sample and the centre of the
measuring head of the instrument (see the position
number 9 in Fig. 1). At the same time, the interface
fabric and the measuring head of the instrument
dropped down towards to the measured shirt Íabric'

Within a few seconds, the liquid from the interface
Íabric.was more (in case of pure cotton shirt) or |ess
{in other cases) taken away by absorption in the
lower Íabric. |n the case of |ow absorpiion into the
shirt Íabric, the thermal capacity of the interface fabric
[s kept quite high due to higher relative moisture and
the initial levet of thermal absorptivity b is significantly
higher

ln the case oÍ measurement of ,.warm-coo|'' 
fee|-

ing oÍ the wetted pure cotton fabrics, characterised

by higher moisture absorptivity, the moisture is rap-
id|y distributed within the whole thickness oÍ the fab-
ric, so that the interface fabric gets nearly dry, and
the instrument shows a |ower leve| of the rešu|ting
thermal absorptivity.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR
EVALUATION

3.1. Therma|.contact comfort aÍter sudden
wetting

The composition of the investigated plane fabrics
varied from 100t% cotton to 1OO % pES fibres, in the
first case also PP fibres were applied. Medium val_
ues oÍ the results are shown in the fol|owing Table
il.

The following conclusions were drawn from these
first experiments:

1. With an increasing portion oÍ PES fibres in com-
mon woven shirt fabrics increases the unpleasant
coo|feeling (i. e. increases therma| absorptiviý) when
worn in conditions of surface wetting, which matches
the practica| experience oÍ wearing the tested shirts.

2. Specia| Íabrics with improved therma| comfort
properties like double layered knits [11] or T shirts
knitted from Coo|max modiÍied PES fibres revea|
more p|easant contact Íee|ing in conditions of super-
ficial wetting.

3. Exceptionally some cotton/pES blend fabrics
made from common fibres may exhibit relatively good
thermal contact comÍort in the wet state, even with
quite high portion of pES fibres, due to some un_
known effect or due to a special fabric structure (con-
firmed by wearers).

4. Cotton shirt weaves containing too much chemi-
cal agents deposited inside the fabric may show worse
contact comfort feeling in the wet state, in spite of the
fact, that their steady-štate water Vapour permeabiliý

Table ll' cool feeling of various fabrics measured by the ALAMBETA instrument in conditions simulating their wearing on suddenlywetted skin

Sample
composition

and
structure

Sample
thickness
h [mm]

Thermal
conductivity

I
[mW/mK]

Peak value
of heat flux

Qra
ImW/m'?K]

Temperature
diffusivity

a[m2st

lws1/2/m2K]

Thermal
absorptivity

b

50% cotton 50% pp smart knit
100% PES knit Dupont Coolmax
100 % cotton denim
100% cotton shirt
100 % cotton shirt
70 % cot.30 % pES woven shirt
35 % cot. 65 % pES woven shirt
75 o/o CoÍ.25 % PEs woven shirt
35 % cot. 65 % pES woven shirt
'100% cotton shirt resin treated

0,66
0,54
0,7'l

0.43
0.38
0.21

0,28
0,23
0,26
o.22

100

97.2

86,2
83.1

90.1

78,7
120
88,9
't23

149

2,20
2.29
2,72

2,32
2,6'l
2,41

2,52
2,99
2,77
2,68

0.057
0,048

0.028
0,027
0,025
0,012
0,026
0'0í0
0,017
0,016

421

443

452

508
565
731
751
875
935
1178

lákna a textil 7 (2) 9í-96 (2ooo)
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keeps very high. Lukas proved in [12], that closing-up the
finest capillary channels (for example by resins) should
reduce the vertical suction height oÍ water in these fabric
(which should result in worse moisture uptake).

From other author's measurements [13]Ío||ows, that
resin treated cotton fabrics show highest angle of the
recovery, but the pure cotton ones show the lowest one,
which may drop to 57 % ot the Íormer maximum va|ue'
This undesired situation oÍten appears aÍter several
washings of the anti-crease treated cotton shirts. For
blend fabrics with 30 % of PES fibres or more, the re-
covery ang|e keeps fixed at the |eve| oÍ 77 o/o oÍ the
mentioned maximum value, independently of the wash-
ing applied. As regards the fabric smoothness, the best
resu|ts were Íound for the blends with 20 and 25 % ot
PES fibres. The lowest levels of the shear values (high-
est abi|iý of deformation in the bias direction) was Íound
for the c|assica| blend containing 55 % oÍ PES fibres'
Nevertheless, allthe differences in mechanical proper-
ties did not reveal any significant differences among
pure cotton and blend fabrics, except the angle of re-
covery, where the results for the blend fabrics are bet-
ter and do not reduce with washing.

Regarding the therma| properties oÍ the tested samp|es
in dry state, samp|es containing more PES Íibres showed
fair|y |ower thermal conductiviý and substantia|ly Warmer
Íeeling (up to 60%), then the pure cotton samp|es.

Allthese results have preliminary character and some
measurements should be repeated. Neverlheless, even
in this research state the following observations can be
presented:

1. shirts containing 254o%o of c|assica| PES Íibres
blended with cotton, compared with non-treated pure
cotton shirts have shown similar or even better water
Vapour permeabiIity, Íair|y Warmer fee|ing in dry state,
better shear, Íair|y better ability to keep the form and a
bit lower moisture absorptivity (worse thermal contact
comfort feeling in the case of superficial wetting).
Moreover, thermal-comfort properties may be still im-
proved by the use of modified PES fibres [14].

2.The cotton anti-crease treated shirts compared with
the non-treated ones can be characterised by similar
Water Vapour permeabi|iý, re|ative|y coo| (|ess p|eas-
ant) Íee|ing in dry state, temporary smooth surface, high
but temporary Íorm keeping and by substantia||y |ower
(less pleasant) moisture absorptivity.

3. Theoretical shirt containing up to 50-70 % of spe-
cial Iiquid transporting Íibres (e.g. Du Pont cooLMAX)
may exhibit, compared with pure cotton non treated
shirts, higher water vapour permeability, warm feeling
in dry state, smooth surface, good shear, very high
ability of form keeping and excellent (most pleasant)
therma| contact comÍoft fee|ing in the case of superfi-
cia|wetting (high moisture absorptiviý). The cotton fi.
bres then would contribute to the lower bending and
shear rigidityand softer handle of the fabric.

96

4. CONCLUSTONS

From the first application of lhe indirect method oÍ
experimenta| determination of the moisture absorptÍv.
ity described in this paper, may be concluded that su-
perficia||y wetted non - Íinished 100% cotton fabrics
show substantia||y warmer (more p|easant) Íee|ing then
those of cotton/PES blends, which correlate with prac-
tical experience. Special products like Coolmax knits
made of modified PES Íibres or doub|e |ayered cottoď
PP knits exhibit the same or even better 1warm-c.ool"
fee|ing as the pure cotton Woven Íabrics. on the other
hand, fabrics containing |ow percentage of PES Íibres,
may exhibit higher complex quality, due to their better
ability to keep the form and easier maintenance,
whereas the reduction of their moisture absorptiviý
might be relatively low.
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